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The Victims Advisory Group (V AG) appreciates the opportunity to provide a \\Titten 
response to the Commission's notice of proposed 2018-201-9 possible policy priorities for the 
amendment cycle ending on May l

t 
2019. 

The·V AG supports the Commission's efforts that began during last year's amendmenf 
cycle 011 the following topics: (1) continuation of it$ work with Congress and others to 
implement the recommendation of the Commission's 2016-teport to Congress, Career Offender 
Sentencing Enhan�ments whi_ch includes any further change to the definition of'"c-rime of 
violence" that could affect victims; (2) the stody of ChapteJ Four, Part A(Cdminal History) 
focusing on hoW the guidelj.n�s treat revocations under §4A l ,2(k) for violations of conditions -of 
supervision for conduct that does not constitute a federal, state or loc<U offense; (3) the study of 
§lBl.13 (reduction in Terms of Imprisonment under 18 USC §3582(C)(l)(A)(Policy statement)
as it relates to the Bureau of Prisons Director approving compassionate release for prisoners
serving prison sentences from crimes committed against victims,

However, the VAG still has concerns regarding the Commission's efforts to examine the 
mandatory minimums including the elimination of the mandatory "staking" and the expansion of 
the "safety valve" language in l 8 1.'SC §3553(!). The VAG notes that drug offenses are not 
always considered victimless crimes as: the provisions: §2D Ll(b}, Specific Offense 
CharacteristicsJ identify ,enhancements to the-base offense level in the event a victims was 
involved. 






